Malaga Red Fruits
As the early morning sun glistens on the dew soaked leaves of the Harrington estate in Sri Lanka, the
skilled leaf pluckers of the Dimbula region select the best tea leaves - by hand - and at an altitude of up
to 5,000ft. From the very ﬁrst sip of Tea Quiero's fairtrade organic Malaga Red Fruits tea blend, you'll
discover a well balanced and deeply refreshing black tea, ﬂavoured with delicate pieces of
blackberry, raspberry and blueberries.

Ronda Rooibos
Rooibos is grown in the beautiful and mountainous Cederberg region in the Western
Cape provence of South Africa. 18 months after the plantations have been established, the rooibos plant is ﬁnally ready to reveal its wonderful ﬂavours. Tea Quiero's
fairtrade organic Ronda Rooibos tea blend is subtly ﬂavoured with orange and
vanilla to give it that unique taste sensation that lifts your spirits.

Granada Ginger
This high quality green tea has been grown and harvested in the central Province in Sri Lanka on the Thotulagalla estate. The most delicate leaves are carefully
selected by hand at an altitude of 1,470 meters. To add to the wonderful ﬂavour, Tea Quiero's
fairtrade organic Granada Ginger tea is subtly ﬂavoured with warming ginger and lemon grass.

Cádiz Earl Grey
Cádiz

Cordoba Camomile
Carefully selected dried camomile ﬂowers are used to make this
wonderful Fairtrade organic tea. Camomile has long been known to
have a relaxing effect and have many health beneﬁts. A study
published in 2001 found that drinking camomile tea was more
relaxing than hot water, measured by observing heart rate, skin
temperature, and other physiological indicators of relaxation. So sit
back, relax and let Tea Quiero's Cordoba Camomile de-stress you

Almeria Breakfast
As the early morning sun glistens on the dew soaked leaves of the
Harrington estate in Sri Lanka, the skilled leaf pluckers of the
Dimbula region select the best tea leaves - by hand - and at an
altitude of up to 5,000ft. They carefully pick the youngest, most
delicate top two leaves and the bud from the tea plant. That's why
our Almeria Breakfast tea blend delivers the perfect fresh taste you
would expect from Tea Quiero, because they love what they do as
much as you love drinking our fairtrade organic tea.

